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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of clustering Web image search results. 
Generally, the image search results returned by an image search 
engine contain multiple topics. Organizing the results into differ-
ent semantic clusters facilitates users’ browsing. In this paper, we 
propose a hierarchical clustering method using visual, textual and 
link analysis. By using a vision-based page segmentation algo-
rithm, a web page is partitioned into blocks, and the textual and 
link information of an image can be accurately extracted from the 
block containing that image. By using block-level link analysis 
techniques, an image graph can be constructed. We then apply 
spectral techniques to find a Euclidean embedding of the images 
which respects the graph structure. Thus for each image, we have 
three kinds of representations, i.e. visual feature based representa-
tion, textual feature based representation and graph based repre-
sentation. Using spectral clustering techniques, we can cluster the 
search results into different semantic clusters. An image search 
example illustrates the potential of these techniques. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search 
and Retrieval – Clustering, Query formulation, Retrieval Models. 
I.4.10 [Image Representation]: Image Processing and Computer 
Vision – Multidimensional, Statistical. 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Management, Design, Theory 

Keywords 
Web Image Search, Vision Based Page Segmentation, Spectral 
Analysis, Image Clustering, Graph Model, Link Analysis, Search 
Result Organization 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Existing web image search engines such as Google [12] and 
AltaVista [1] return a large quantity of search results, ranked by 
their relevance to the given query. Web users have to go through 
the list and look for the desired ones. This is a time consuming 

task since the returned results always contain multiple topics and 
these topics are mixed together. Things become even worse when 
one topic is overwhelming but it is not what the user desires.  

Let us take a look at a simple example. Figure 1 shows the image 
search results of the query of “pluto”. Note that, the query used in 
this example is a hot query in image search according to the statis-
tical result of Google image search engine [13]. Clearly, the 
search results of both image search engines contain two different 
topics: Pluto in the solar system and the dog named “Pluto” in 
Disney world. For this query, it is difficult to say which search 
engine performs better since we do not know what the user is 
really looking for. In fact, all these results are related to the query. 
However, in different situations, the results of Pluto about solar 
system may be noise to the user who is looking for dog Pluto.  

A possible solution to this problem is to cluster search results into 
different groups with different topics. Many works have been 
done on web text search [19][28][29]. In this paper, we consider 
the problem of clustering image search results. In web image 
search, a good organization of the search results is as important as 
the search accuracy.  

In traditional Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) area, image 
clustering techniques are often used to design a convenient user 
interface [22], which helps to make more meaningful representa-
tions of search results [10]. However, as the images were usually 
represented by the low level visual features, it is hard to get good 
clustering result from semantic perspective. 

WWW images have a lot of properties which are quite different 
from those images in small database such as Corel images and 
family album. Web images are associated with text and link in-
formation. In this paper, based on the Vision-based Page Segmen-
tation (VIPS) [7], we consider the image and the block containing 
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Figure 1. Top 8 returns of query “pluto” in Google’s image 
search engine (a) and AltaVista’s image search engine (b) 

(a) 

(b) 



that image as a whole. We propose a framework to represent the 
WWW images using three kinds of information, i.e. visual infor-
mation, textual information and link information. And we propose 
a method to hierarchically cluster WWW image search results 
based on these image representations.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 relates a 
list of previous works to our work. In Section 3, we describe three 
kinds of representation of WWW images and how to extract these 
representations. Section 4 gives the clustering method using tex-
tual feature and graph based representation. Section 5 presents the 
method to cluster the images using low level visual feature. Some 
illustrative examples are provided in Section 6. Finally, we give 
concluding remarks in Section 7. 

2. PREVIOUS WORKS 

Image Searching and Clustering 
Traditional image search [20] and clustering [10][14][22] tech-
niques are content based. They are usually based on small and 
static (compared to the Internet) image databases, like family 
albums. It is still a hard problem to learn the semantic meaning of 
an image from low level visual features. This makes traditional 
image retrieval techniques not directly applicable to web image 
search and organization. Although there exists some systems us-
ing traditional CBIR techniques in WWW image search [11][24], 
they all have the problems of scalability and performance. 

Almost all the commercial image search engines [1][12] use the 
text extracted from HTML pages to index the images. In such 
cases, the web image search problem is converted to a text search 
problem. Traditional text retrieval techniques, such as inverted 
indexing, TF-IDF weighting and cosine similarity measure, etc. 
can be used for comparing the images to the query keywords. 
Hyperlink is another kind of information useful for image search 
and organization in web context. Recently some researchers have 
used link information to improve image search [18] and image 
clustering [5].  

So far the search problem is the primary focus of research. How-
ever, the problem of how to organize the search results is of the 
same importance [22].      

Search Results Clustering 
Search result clustering has a long history in information retrieval 
area [19][29]. Zamir and Etzioni [29] gave a good analysis on the 
special issues of clustering techniques on search result clustering. 
The main three issues are: first, the algorithm should take the 
document snippets instead of the whole documents as input, as the 
downloading of original documents on the Web is time-
consuming; second, the clustering algorithm should be fast 
enough for online calculation; and third the generated clusters 
should have readable descriptions for quick browsing by users, etc. 
Vivisimo [28] is a real demonstration of such technique. 

In our work, all the images and corresponding blocks and web 
pages have been pre-processed. This makes our system able to 
provide quick response to multiple users’ queries simultaneously. 
By using spectral techniques, our clustering algorithm can be 
computed in polynomial time (even linear time). The search re-
sults are grouped into semantic categories, and for each category 
we select several representative images which give people a quick 
understanding of the topics.  

Page Layout Analysis for Web Search 
Most of previous web-based applications [4][17][18] regard web 
pages as information units. However, it is the case that a web page 
often contains multiple semantics. Thus, from the perspective of 
semantics, a web page should not be the smallest information unit. 

To overcome the shortcoming of treating a web-page as a whole 
unit, many researchers consider segmenting a web-page into dif-
ferent parts [7][9]. Among them, the VIsion-based Page Segmen-
tation (VIPS) algorithm [7] may be a promising one. VIPS aims 
to extract the semantic structure of a web page based on its visual 
presentation. Such semantic structure is a tree structure; each node 
in the tree corresponds to a block. Each node will be assigned a 
value (Degree of Coherence) to indicate how coherent of the con-
tent in the block based on visual perception. The VIPS algorithm 
makes full use of page layout feature. It first extracts all the suit-
able blocks from the html DOM tree, and then it finds the separa-
tors between these blocks. Here separators denote the horizontal 
or vertical lines in a web page that visually cross with no blocks. 
Based on these separators, the semantic tree of the web page is 
constructed. A web page can be represented as a set of blocks 
(leaf nodes of the semantic tree), for details, see [7]. Compared 
with DOM based methods, the segments obtained by VIPS are 
much more semantically aggregated. Noisy information, such as 
navigation, advertisement, and decoration can be easily removed 
because they are often placed in certain positions of a page. Con-
tents with different topics are distinguished as separate blocks. 

Many research show that VIPS can greatly improve the perform-
ance of web search [6][8][26].  

3. THREE KINDS OF REPRESENTATIONS 
FOR WWW IMAGES 
Based on the VIPS algorithm, a web-page can be divided into 
semantic blocks. For each image, there is a smallest block which 
contains that image. We call it image block. The image block 
contains information that might be useful for describing the image.  

 

Figure 2. The interface of VIPS page segmentation system. 
The web images are contained in blocks, thus the texts and 
links in the block can be naturally used to represent the cor-
responding image. 



Figure 2 gives a simple example. As can be seen, web images are 
contained in blocks, thus the texts and links in that block can be 
used to represent the corresponding image. 

In summary, for each image, three kinds of representations can be 
derived, i.e. visual feature based representation, textual feature 
based representation and link graph based representation. 

3.1 Visual Feature Based Representation 
Image representation using low level features (e.g. color, texture, 
shapes) has attracted a lot of attentions in CBIR. The most widely 
used features include color features, such as color correlogram, 
color moments, color histogram, and texture features, such as 
Gabor wavelet feature [20]. As the color and texture features cap-
ture different aspects of images, their combination may be useful. 
Yu et.al [27] proposed a novel low-level feature, named Color 
Texture Moments (CTM). It integrates the color and texture char-
acteristics of an image in a compact form. Their experimental 
results showed good performance and more importantly, the di-
mension of this feature is only 48, much lower than that of many 
other features. As a result, we use the CTM feature in our system 
for visual representation of the WWW images. 

CTM adopt local Fourier transform as a texture representation 
scheme and derive eight characteristic maps for describing differ-
ent aspects of co-occurrence relations of image pixels in each 
channel of the (SVcosH, SVsinH, V) color space. Then CTM 
calculate the first and second moments of these maps as a repre-
sentation of the natural color image pixel distribution, resulting in 
a 48-dimensional feature vector. CTM can also be regarded as a 
certain extension to color moments in eight aspects through eight 
orthogonal templates, see [27] for details. It is important to note 
that, in our system, the visual features of the images are extracted 
offline. 

3.2 Textual Feature Based Representation 
For web image search, the surrounding texts are usually very use-
ful to reveal the semantic meaning of the image. Many commer-
cial search engines [1][12] use surrounding text to index web 
images. Typically, the file name of the image file, the URL of the 
image, the image ALT (alternate text) in web page source and the 
title of the web page which contains that image will be very useful. 
Besides, the useful texts also include those surrounding text (text 
close to that image). Generally, there are three methods to extract 
the surrounding text: window based, DOM based and vision 
based.  

The window based method treats html source as a text stream. For 
each image (IMG tag in the html source), it uses a fixed-length 
window to extract the text before and behind the image. The main 
advantage of this method is its fast speed. However the precision 
of the extracted text is a problem: HTML page has a 2-D structure, 
while the window based method only sees its 1-D structure. How 
to decide the window size is also an issue. It is hard to detect the 
complete semantic paragraph using some predefined window. 

The DOM based method extracts the surrounding text from the 
HTML DOM1 tree. In the HTML DOM tree, an image is always a 
leaf node. The DOM based method uses the text of the sibling 
nodes as the surrounding text of the image. However, because of 
the flexibility of HTML syntax, a lot of web pages do not obey the 
                                                                 
1 http://www.w3c.org/DOM/  

W3C html specifications, which might cause mistakes in a DOM 
tree structure. Moreover, the DOM tree is initially introduced for 
presentation in the browser rather than description of the semantic 
structure of the web page. For example, even though two nodes in 
the DOM tree have the same parent, it might not be the case that 
the two nodes are more semantically related to each other than to 
other nodes (see figure 3 as an example). Furthermore, it is still a 
problem to identify how many texts should be included, i.e. how 
many sibling nodes or how many siblings of parent nodes should 
be included. 

Recently, a VIsion-based Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm [7] 
was proposed to partition the web page as different parts. VIPS 
treats the web page from 2-D view, extract the semantic structure 
of a web page based on its visual presentation. Such semantic 
structure is a tree structure; each node in the tree corresponds to a 
block. Compared with DOM based methods, the segments ob-
tained by VIPS are much more semantically aggregated. More-
over, each node in the VIPS tree will be assigned a value (Degree 
of Coherence) to indicate how coherent of the content in the block 
based on visual perception. Thus, it is easy to decide which block 
should be the right image block according to the DoC value. For 
more details about VIPS, see [7].  

<tr> 
<td><img src="t1.jpg"></td><td><img src="t2.jpg"></td> 
<td><img src="t3.jpg"></td><td><img src="t4.jpg"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Timber Wolf</td><td>Giraffes</td> 
<td>Elephant Sunrise</td><td>Prowling Fox</td> 
</tr> 

Figure 3. An sample page. Part of html source; DOM partition 
result and VIPS partition result 

a) Part of HTML source (only keep the backbone) 

b) Partition on DOM tree (The red area and blue area are 
two different TR nodes) 

b) Partition using VIPS (The image with their surrounding 
text are accurately identified) 



Figure 3 shows an example page1. Figure 3.a shows part of the 
html source (we only keep the backbone code). From this code, 
clearly, the window based method fails to identify the surrounding 
text for each image. Figure 3.b shows the DOM tree of the page, 
the four images and four textual parts are in different <TR> node, 
thus, it is still hard to correctly identify the surrounding text for 
each image from the DOM tree. Figure 3.c shows the VIPS result. 
Clearly each leaf node in the VIPS result is an image block. The 
surrounding texts are accurately identified for each image. 

In our system, we use the text in the corresponding image block as 
the textual representation for each image. Besides surrounding 
texts, the file name of the image file, the URL of the image, the 
image ALT (alternate text) in web page source and the title of the 
web page which contains that image are also used as a part of 
textual representation. Text features are also extracted in the pre-
processing stage, which does not cost on-line time.  

In our system, these texts are also used for image indexing, which 
makes our system like a commercial image search engine which 
can give fast query responses to a possibly huge number of users.   

3.3 Link Graph Based Representation 
Hyperlink is another kind of useful information in web context. 
Most of previous web-based applications [4][17] regard web 
pages as information units, thus links are from page to page. Re-
cently, a block level link analysis technique was introduced in 
web search and show promising result [6]. In block level link 
analysis framework, the links are from blocks to pages.  

In this sub-section, we briefly describe how to construct an image 
graph whose weights defined on the edges reflect semantic rela-
tionships between images. More details can be found in [5][15]. 
We begin with some definitions. Let P, B, and I denote the set of 
all the web pages, all the blocks, and all the images, respectively. 
P = {p1, p2, …, pk}, where k is the number of web pages. B = {b1, 
b2, …, bn}, where n is the number of blocks. I = {I1, I2, …, Im}, 
where m is the total number of the web images. bi ∈ pj means the 
block i is contained in the page j. Similarly, Ii ∈ bj means the im-
age i is contained in the block j. 

3.3.1 The Relationships between Page, Block and 
Image 
The page-to-block relationships are obtained from page layout 
analysis. Let X denote the page-to-block matrix with dimension k 
× n. 
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where f is a function which assigns to every block b in page p an 
importance value. f is empirically defined below, 
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where α is a normalization factor to make the sum of fp(b) to be 1.  

                                                                 
1The URL of the presented web page is: 

http://ecards.yahooligans.com/content/ecards/category?c=133&
g=16   

The block-to-page relationships are obtained from link analysis. 
Let Z denote the block-to-page matrix with dimension n × k. Z can 
be formally defined as follows: 
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where si is the number of pages that block i links to.  

Let Y denote the block-to-image matrix with dimension n × m. Y 
can be simply defined below: 
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where si is the number of images contained in the image block bi.  

3.3.2 Image Graph Construction 
When we get the three relationship matrix of page, block and 
image, it is easy to construct the block graph from which the im-
age graph can be further induced. Let WB denote the weight ma-
trix of the block graph. The definition of WB is as follows 
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or 

ZXWB =  (6) 

where WB is a n × n matrix. n is the number of blocks. 

Based on the block graph, the weight matrix of the image graph 
can be defined as follows: 

∑ ∈∈= βα βαji BI WjiW , ),(),(  (7) 

or 

YWYW B
T

I =  (8) 

where WI is a m× m matrix. m is the number of images. 

3.3.3 Image Representation on Graph 
Once we get the weight matrix of the image graph, it is easy to 
generate a vector representation for each image using spectral 
graph theory. The most well known method is Eigenmaps [3].  

We first need to convert the WI to a similarity matrix S such that 

)(21 T
II WWS +=  which is symmetric. The eigenmaps can be 

obtained by solving the following eigenvalue problem: 

L Dλ=y y  (9) 

where D is a diagonal matrix whose ith element is the row (or col-
umn, since S is symmetric) sum of S, Dii = ∑j Sij. L = D – S. L is 
generally called Laplace matrix, or graph Laplacian. The first k 
eigenvectors associated with the first k smallest eigenvalue of the 
equation (9) give each image a vector representation in the k-
dimensional Euclidean space. 



4. CLUSTERING USING TEXTUAL AND 
LINK INFORMATION 
Most previous work on image clustering use visual features [10] 
[14][22]. They are usually based on small and static image data-
bases (compared to the Internet). It is still a open problem to learn 
the semantic meaning of an image from low level visual features. 
This makes traditional image clustering techniques not directly 
applicable to web image search results. 

Fortunately, in web image context, we have two other representa-
tions: textual based and link graph based. These two representa-
tions can reflect the semantic relationship of images.  

Thus, in our system, the search result clustering algorithm is im-
plemented as a two level clustering algorithm. The first level is 
clustering using textual and link representation of images. We can 
get some semantic categories. The second level is for each cluster 
result of the first level. We use low level visual feature to cluster 
each semantic category. Although we use the term “clustering” in 
the second level, yet our real goal is not to acquire different se-
mantic clusters but to re-organize the images to make visually 
similar images be grouped together to facilitate user’s browsing. 

4.1 Clustering on Textual Feature 
Once images are represented by textual information, image clus-
tering becomes document clustering. Therefore, we use the cosine 
similarity which proved very effective in information retrieval 
community [2].  

In our work, we need to automatically determine the number of 
clusters. Due to this concern, we use spectral clustering tech-
niques which are adapted from [21][23]. In spectral clustering we 
can determine the number of clusters according to the gaps be-
tween two consecutive eigenvalues [23]. 

Suppose we have n points, {x1, x2, …, xn}, which have unit norm. 
Our algorithm can be stated below: 

1. Construct an n × n affinity matrix S, Sij = xi
T

 xj if xi is among 
the h nearest neighbors of xj or xj is among the h nearest 
neighbors of xi, otherwise, Sij = 0.  

2. Define D to be diagonal matrix whose (i, i)-element is the 
sum of S ’s i-th row, and construct the matrix L = D – S . 

3. Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem Ly = λDy. Let (y0, 
λ0), (y1, λ1), …, (yn-1, λn-1) be the solutions to the equation, 
and λ0 < λ1 < … < λn-1. 

4. Find the largest Eigengap. Eigengap is defined as the differ-
ence of the two consecutive eigenvalues (∆i = λi - λi-1). Sup-
pose ∆k is the largest one. Using the first k eigenvector to 
form the matrix Y = [y0 y1 …yk-1] ∈ R n × k by stacking the ei-
genvectors in columns. 

5. Treat each row of Y as a point in Rk , and cluster them into k 
clusters via K-means. 

The textural representation of image always conveys the semantic 
meaning of the image, thus clustering using text feature usually 
reflects the semantic relationships. 

The drawback of clustering using text feature is that sometimes 
the surrounding text is too little to accurately represent the image, 
thus some images may be mis-clustered. In the next subsection, 
we discuss the use of image link graph for clustering.  

4.2 Clustering on Image Graph 
When using the graph based representation of image, we first 
need to construct the image graph of the search results. Similar 
situations in web search and image search are discussed in HITS 
[17] and PicASHOW [18]. Both of these used the graph for rank-
ing while here we use it for clustering. 

Suppose we have a list of image search results. If we only con-
sider the pages (like root set in HITS [17]) containing these im-
ages, in our image graph construction framework, these images 
might not have any relationship. Thus we need to expand the root 
set to a base set which consists of pages in the root set, pages that 
point to a page in the root set, and pages that are pointed to by a 
page in the root set. Finally, we get a set of pages and a set of 
images. According to Section 3.3, we can construct an image to 
image graph. Note that all the pages are preprocessed and the 
relationship of pages, blocks and images are already extracted. So 
the image to image graph construction can be very fast. 

Once we obtain the image graph WI, the clustering algorithm de-
scribed in the previous section can naturally be applied. The only 
difference is that the affinity matrix S is described as 

1 / 2( )
T

I IS W W= + . 

In real world applications, we find the image graph is formed by 
many disconnected sub-graph.  Each sub-graph corresponds to a 
cluster. Thus there might be a large number of clusters. We con-
sider the problem of combining those clusters with the same se-
mantics in the next subsection.  

4.3 Combining Textual and Link Information 
Obviously, the textual and graph based representation can be 
combined to achieve a better result. The disadvantage of using 
textual only is that some images have few surrounding texts, and 
the disadvantage of using link graph only is that those pages talk-
ing about the same topic do not have link between them. Combin-
ing both information can help overcome the limitation of each 
method. 

In our clustering algorithm, combining textual and link informa-
tion is very natural. Note that in the first step of our clustering 
algorithm, we construct an affinity matrix S, which indeed reflects 
the relationship between images. Thus, in order to combine the 
textual and link information, we only need to combine the two 
affinity matrix S.  We use the following modified definition: 
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1                    ( , ) 0
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5. CLUSTERING USING VISUAL FEA-
TURE 
In the previous section, we use the textual feature based represen-
tation and graph based representation to cluster the search result 
into different semantic clusters. However, in each semantic cluster, 
although the images are related to the same topic, the visual per-
ception might not be good because of the different colors and 
shapes of these images. Previous work [22] indicates that arrang-
ing a set of images according to their visual similarity does indeed 
to be useful. Thus we consider performing clustering once more in 
each semantic cluster using low level visual feature. 

 



 

The algorithm we used is simply the same as that in section 4.1, 
while we use L1-distance to define the similarity instead of cosine 
similarity due to different properties of representation [25]. 

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
In this section we use an example query to illustrate the potential 
of the techniques described in this paper. The purpose of this 
section is to provide people with an intuition on how our system 
works based on the techniques we described previously.  

6.1 Data Preparation and System Overview 
All the data used in our experiments are crawled from the Internet. 
Starting from Yahoo! Directory Photography Museums and Gal-
leries 

http://dir.yahoo.com/Arts/Visual_Arts/Photography/Museums_an
d_Galleries/  

We crawled 26.5 millions web pages in total by breath first crawl-
ing. From these web pages, images are extracted. We filtered 
those images whose ratio between width and height are greater 
than 5 or smaller than 1/5, since these kinds of images are proba-
bly of low quantity. We also removed those images whose width 
and height are both smaller than 60 pixels due to the same reason. 
Finally, we are left with 11.6 millions images. 

For each web page, the VIPS page segmentation algorithm was 
applied to divide it into blocks. For each block, the hyper-links 
were extracted. For each image, the image blocks containing that 
image were identified and the surrounding texts were extracted 
within these image blocks and used to index these images. Thus, 
we built a real web image search system. More details about our 
system can refer to [15]. 

When the user submits a query, the system first computes the 
relevance score (based on the surrounding text) for every image 
and the images are ranked according to their relevance scores. 

Then we cluster the top N (in our system, N = 500) images and 
present them to the user. 

Finally, the interface of our system will be a two frame web page, 
see Figure 4. The left frame shows the different clusters. Each 
cluster is represented as a 4-image thumbnail, and the 4 images 
are selected from the corresponding cluster using ImageRank [16]. 
These clusters are generated in the first level clustering in our 
framework using link and textual information. The right frame 
shows the images of the selected cluster. The images are re-
arranged using the second level clustering based on the low level 
visual features. 

6.2 Clustering Result  
In this sub-section, some clustering results using different repre-
sentations are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
system. In all the following experiments, we use the same query of 
“pluto” and we take the number of nearest neighbors to be 10 in 
our computations. 

6.2.1 Clustering Using Visual Feature 
Figure 5 is part of the clustering result using low level feature. 
From the perspectives of color and texture, the clustering results 
are quite good. Different clusters have different colors and tex-
tures. However, from semantic perspective, these clusters make 
little sense.  

 

6.2.2 Clustering Using Textual Feature 
To determine the number of clusters, we use the Eigengap which 
is defined as the difference of the two consecutive eigenvalues in 
our algorithm. We use “Pluto” as our query. Figure 6 shows the 
Eigengap as a function of k. Clearly, there are two peaks. One is at 
k = 6, and the other is at k = 21. This indicates the search results 
can be grouped into 6 categories or 21 categories using the textual 
feature. 

 

Figure 4. The interface of our system. The left frame shows 
the clusters and the right frame shows the images in the se-
lected cluster. The query is “pluto”. 

Figure 6. The Eigengap curve with k for the “pluto” case 
using textual representation 
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Figure 5. Five clusters of search results of query “pluto” using 
low level visual feature. Each row is a cluster. 



 

When we choose k = 6, the search results are grouped into six 
categories, as shown in figure 7. From the semantic prospective, 
these clusters are far better than figure 5 which used low level 
visual feature. Clearly, there are six semantic concepts in the re-
sults. The first category is about Pluto of solar system, having 157 
images; the second category contained 46 images about a movie 
“The adventures of Pluto Nash: The man on the moon”; the third 
category is about the carton figure Pluto, having 70 images; the 
fourth category contained 110 images about a theme park of Pluto; 
the fifth category contained 28 images on site 
“http://pluto.njcc.com/~lfrankel/” and the sixth category contained 
89 images on the site “http://pluto.njcc.com/~jhein/”. These im-
ages are retrieved because the URL of these images contain the 
word of “Pluto”. 

When we try to cluster the search results into 21 clusters, some 
clusters above were further split into smaller clusters, even though 
the images are related to the same topic. This might be due to the 
use of textual feature only.  

6.2.3 Clustering Using Graph Based Representation 
As we mentioned in Section 4.2, clustering using only graph 
based representation always generate too many clusters. In “pluto” 
case, the top 500 results are clustered into 167 clusters. The max 
cluster number is 87, and there are 112 clusters with only one 
image. Figure 8 shows part of the clusters. 

 

 

 

6.2.4 Combining Textual Feature and Link Graph 
In this sub-section, we combined the textual and link features. 
Figure 10 shows the Eigengap as a function of k. Clearly, there is 
only one peak value at k = 6. Thus the combination of textual 
feature and image link graph actually reveal the semantic structure 
of the image set (image search results). Figure 9 shows some sam-
ple images from each semantic category. 

For each semantic category, we can further re-organize them using 
visual feature. Figure 11 shows the re-organized semantic cate-
gory “Pluto in solar system” by using the low level visual features. 
This makes it more comfortable for user’s browsing. 

 

6.3 Discussion  
How to determine the number of clusters is still an open problem. 
Many works on clustering assume the number of clusters is given 
[14][21]. While in image search result clustering, it is almost im-
possible to determine the number of clusters before clustering. In 
spectral clustering settings, we can use the difference of the con-
secutive eigenvlaues to determine the number of clusters while the 

Figure 9. Six clusters of search results of query “pluto” using 
combination of textual feature and image link graph. Each row 
is a cluster  

Figure 7. Six clusters of search results of query “pluto” using 
textual feature. Each row is a cluster  

Figure 10. The Eigengap curve with k for the “pluto” case 
using textual and link combination 
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Figure 8. Five clusters of search results of query “pluto” 
using image link graph. Each row is a cluster  

Figure 11. Reorganization result of the category “Pluto in 
solar system” using low level visual feature.  



performance of this method greatly depends on the graph (affinity 
matrix S in our case) structure. Combining the textual and link 
based representations, we can actually reveal the semantic struc-
ture of the web images.  

The example query in the previous section illustrates the potential 
of the techniques described in this paper. In order to develop a 
more detailed knowledge of the strengths and robustness of our 
techniques, a more thorough experimental evaluation of our sys-
tem will be carried out in future work. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we described a method to organize WWW image 
search results. Based on the web context, we proposed three rep-
resentations for web image, i.e. representation based on visual 
feature, representation based on textual feature and representation 
induced from image link graph. Spectral techniques were applied 
to cluster the search results into different semantic categories. For 
each category, several images were selected as representative im-
ages according to their ImageRanks, which enables the user to 
quick understanding the main topics of the search results. The 
illustrative example show that the combination of textual feature 
based representation and graph based representation actually re-
flects the semantic relationships between web images. And the 
reorganization of each cluster based on visual features makes the 
clusters more comfortable to the users.   
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